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A B S T R A C T 

Identifying active galactic nuclei (AGNs) and isolating their contribution to a galaxy’s energy budget is crucial for studying the 
co-evolution of AGNs and their host galaxies. Brightness temperature ( T b ) measurements from high-resolution radio observations 
at GHz frequencies are widely used to identify A GNs. Here, we in vestigate using new sub-arcsecond imaging at 144 MHz with 

the International LOFAR Telescope to identify AGNs using T b in the Lockman Hole field. We use ancillary data to validate 
the 940 AGN identifications, finding 83 percent of sources have AGN classifications from SED fitting and/or photometric 
identifications, yielding 160 new AGN identifications. Considering the multiwavelength classifications, brightness temperature 
criteria select o v er half of radio-e xcess sources, 32 percent of sources classified as radio-quiet AGNs, and 20 percent of sources 
classified as star-forming galaxies. Infrared colour–colour plots and comparison with what we would expect to detect based on 

peak brightness in 6 arcsec LOFAR maps imply that the star-forming galaxies and sources at low flux densities have a mixture 
of star-formation and AGN activity. We separate the radio emission from star-formation and AGN in unresolved, T b -identified 

AGNs with no significant radio excess and find the AGN comprises 0.49 ± 0.16 of the radio luminosity. Overall, the non-radio 

excess AGNs show evidence for having a variety of different radio emission mechanisms, which can provide different pathways 
for AGNs and galaxy co-evolution. This validation of AGN identification using brightness temperature at low frequencies opens 
the possibility for securely selecting AGN samples where ancillary data are inadequate. 

Key words: acceleration of particles – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – galaxies: active – galaxies: jets – radio continuum: 
galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

nderstanding ho w acti ve galactic nuclei (AGNs) interact with their
ost galaxies is one of the main challenges in astronomy today.
he fact that some sort of feedback links the growth of galaxies

o the supermassive black hole which powers the AGNs is widely
ccepted. Tight empirical relations between observed host galaxy
roperties (e.g. velocity dispersion, bulge mass; Ferrarese & Merritt
000 ; Gebhardt et al. 2000 ) and the mass of the central supermas-
 E-mail: leah.k.morabito@durham.ac.uk 
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ive black hole are a strong, but indirect, argument for feedback.
osmological simulations require AGN feedback to suppress the
rowth of the most massive galaxies and reproduce the stellar mass
unction we observe in the Universe today (e.g. Bower et al. 2006 ;
roton et al. 2006 ). Although it is clear from both observations and

heory that AGN feedback is an important component in a galaxy’s
rowth, we do not yet understand the details of how AGN feedback
orks. 
A significant limitation in understanding how AGN feedback

orks is what it operates on: star formation. AGN feedback can
timulate star formation (e.g. De Young 1981 ; Silk 2013 ; Zhuang, Ho
 Shangguan 2021 ) by creating the dense, turbulent gas conditions
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hich lead to star formation. Feedback could also suppress/quench 
tar formation by heating or removing the gas from which stars
ould form (see e.g. Bower et al. 2006 ; Greene et al. 2011 ; King
 Pounds 2015 ). Either way, it can be difficult to pick apart

bserv ational e vidence to understand which is happening (Ward et al.
022 ).pro vided e xcellent evidence for AGN feedback, particularly 
n large scales. High-redshift radio-loud AGNs exhibit an alignment 
etween the optical and radio axes, implying that the radio jets may
e stimulating star formation (Chambers, Miley & van Breugel 1987 ; 
est, Longair & Rottgering 1996 ; Dey et al. 1997 ; Nesvadba et al.
020 ). In more local radio-loud AGNs in the centres of clusters,
e observe a balance between the radio jet power and the work it
 ould tak e to create the co-spatial cavities in the hot gas seen in
-ray observations (e.g. McNamara et al. 2000 ; B ̂ ırzan et al. 2004 ;
ise et al. 2007 ). Galaxy-scale radio jets can also have internal lobe

nergy comparable to the energy in the interstellar medium (ISM; 
ebster et al. 2021 ), indicating that the ability of radio jets to impact

 galaxy’s evolution extends down to smaller scales. 
While it is easy to identify large-scale radio jets, once on sub-

alactic scales the problem compounds: both AGN activity and star 
ormation generate radio emission, making it difficult to understand 
heir interplay. It is also not clear what the source of radio emission is
n radio-quiet AGNs; it may be due to small-scale jets, winds, or even
tar formation (for a re vie w, see Panessa et al. 2019 ). The jury is even
till out on whether the radio emission in radio-quiet AGNs is linked
o AGN activity (e.g. Zakamska & Greene 2014 ; White et al. 2015 ;

acfarlane et al. 2021 ) or star formation (e.g. Condon et al. 2013 ;
 ado vani et al. 2015 ; G ̈urkan et al. 2018 ; Radcliffe et al. 2021a ).
ultiwavelength observations can help identify sources with radio 

 xcess abo v e that e xpected from star formation (e.g. Wilson 1988 ;
rake et al. 2003 ; Del Moro et al. 2013 ; Calistro Rivera et al. 2017 ),
ut many AGNs lie on the radio to far-infrared correlation (e.g. Sopp
 Alexander 1991 ; Bonzini et al. 2015 ) and cannot be identified in

his way. 
The only way to unambiguously identify radio emission from 

GN activity and simultaneously separate it from star formation is 
ia brightness temperature, T b . This is defined as the temperature of
he blackbody which would produce the observed surface brightness 
flux density per solid angle) at the observed radio frequency. There 
s a limit to the amount of radio flux density per solid angle that can
e generated by star formation, even in the most luminous starburst
alaxies (Condon 1992 ) and particularly at redshifts z > 0.1 (K e wley
t al. 2000 ). Therefore, a value of brightness temperature abo v e this
imit provides a secure AGN classification, although the converse is 
ot true: we cannot securely say there is no AGN in sources below this
rightness temperature limit, although it is likely they are dominated 
y star formation. 
Brightness temperature measurements are often used in very 

ong baseline interferometry (VLBI) experiments, where the high 
esolution can measure the appropriate parameter space to distinguish 
etween star formation and AGN activity. At GHz frequencies, 
ide-field VLBI has shifted from processing the entire primary 
eam for a single correlated phase centre (Garrett et al. 2001 ) to
he more computationally feasible processing of multiple phase 
entres correlated independently across a larger field of view (Deller 
t al. 2011 ; Morgan et al. 2011 ). This has allowed surv e ys to
ollow up radio sources with brightness temperature measurements 
n targeted observations of select fields (e.g. Muxlow et al. 2005 ;
hi, Barthel & Garrett 2013 ; Radcliffe et al. 2018 ), up to areas of
2 deg 2 (Herrera Ruiz et al. 2017 ). Ho we ver, the limiting v alue of
 b depends not only on resolution but also frequency (see Section 
.2 ). 
The International LOFAR Telescope (ILT; van Haarlem et al. 
013 ) is a phased array operating at 10–240 MHz, with stations
pread across Europe. With baselines up to ∼2000 km, the ILT
an achieve sub-arcsecond resolution at MHz frequencies. Sub- 
rcsecond imaging with the full ILT shares many common challenges 
ith high-frequency VLBI, but with the addition of its own unique

hallenges at low frequencies (for more details, see Morabito et al.
022 ). Imaging of individual sources has yielded significant results 
e.g. Varenius et al. 2015 ; Morabito et al. 2016 ; Ram ́ırez-Olivencia
t al. 2018 ; Groeneveld et al. 2022 ; Kukreti et al. 2022 ; Timmerman
t al. 2022 ), but these studies have remained in the realm of bright
ources which can be self-calibrated. The real power of the ILT is
n its wide field of vie w, allo wing access to fainter sources. Sweijen
t al. ( 2022 ) recently published the first full field-of-view image
o v ering 6.6 deg 2 at the full resolution of the ILT. In this ∼7 billion
ixel image, there are 2316 sources detected with 5 σ significance 
after removing duplicate sources). 

In this paper, we exploit this ILT data set to study the brightness
emperatures of the low-frequency radio population, for the first time. 

e begin by describing the data in Section 2 . Section 3.2 opens with a
iscussion on brightness temperature at low frequencies, followed by 
he sample selection. Results are presented in Section 4 followed by
he separation of star formation and AGNs in Section 5 . Discussion
nd conclusions are in Sections 6 and 7 , respectively. Throughout
he paper, we assume the WMAP9 cosmology (Hinshaw et al. 2013 )
n ASTROPY and define radio flux density as S ν∝ να , where α is the
adio spectral index. The code which generated the plots and results
s publicly available at https:// github.com/lmorabit/ ILT AGNdetect. 

 DATA  

.1 Lockman Hole data 

e use the catalogue from Sweijen et al. ( 2022 ). This catalogue is
rawn from the first high-resolution (0.3 arcsec × 0.4 arcsec) wide- 
eld image made with LOFAR. This image, which co v ers 6.6 deg 2 

f the Lockman Hole, has a median rms noise level (across the rms
ap) of 34 μJy beam 

−1 . We will refer to this image as the high-
esolution ima g e . We refer the reader to Sweijen et al. ( 2022 ) for
ull details on how this image was generated, but briefly summarize
ele v ant information here. 

The wide-field image is made up of 25 ‘facets’ following the
echnique developed by van Weeren et al. ( 2016 , 2021 ). Corrections
or the point spread function (PSF) and astrometry were applied 
er facet, and a final flux density scale correction applied for the
hole field. The Python Blob Detector and Source Finder ( PYBDSF ;
ohan & Rafferty 2015 ) was run individually on the 25 facet images

efore the outputs were combined into a single catalogue, where 
uplicate sources were remo v ed. Remo val of duplicate sources was
one first using simple positional matching and followed up with 
isual identification. The resulting catalogue contains 2316 unique 
ources where the peak brightness, S p , is ≥5 σ (using the rms noise
or the associated island). The median rms noise in the full image
s 34 μJy beam 

−1 , although this varies radially and is lower in the
entre. 

This high-resolution catalogue was matched to the 6 arcsec 
esolution image made as part of the LOFAR Surv e ys Deep Fields
ata Release 1 (Tasse et al. 2021 ). We will refer to this image as

he standar d-r esolution ima g e . All of the sources detected at 5 σ in
he high-resolution image have a match in the standard-resolution 
mage, which is unsurprising as it uses ∼100 h of data to reach
 23 μJy beam 

−1 in the inner part of the field, rather than the 8 h
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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θ1 θ2 directly, resulting in a constant of 1.22 × 10 24 instead. 
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sed for the high-resolution image. This provides information on
ngular scales ≥20 times larger than the high-resolution catalogue,
nd in particular, is more sensitive to diffuse emission. 

As part of the Deep Fields Data Release 1, science-ready cata-
ogues were produced that pro vide e xtensiv e information at infrared
IR) through X-ray bands. Kondapally et al. ( 2021 ) present the
dentification of counterparts with radio sources, and the careful
ompilation of a vailable multiwa velength information, for 31 162
ources in the standard-resolution image of the Lockman Hole field.
his includes some flags for the identification of AGNs from optical,

R, and X-ray information. The catalogues also include photometric
edshifts from Duncan et al. ( 2021 ), as only ∼10 percent of sources
ave spectroscopic redshifts. For the analysis presented in this paper,
e remo v e sources which hav e no redshift information available ( < 5
ercent), leaving 2214 sources from the high-resolution image. 

.2 Parameters from SED fitting 

ource classifications, stellar masses, and star formation rates were
alculated by Best et al. (in preparation) using SED fitting from
he far-IR to the ultraviolet (UV). The SED fitting was carried out
n all galaxies detected in the standard-resolution image using four
ifferent SED fitting software. The first two, MAGPHYS (da Cunha,
harlot & Elbaz 2008 ) and BAGPIPES (Carnall et al. 2018 , 2019 ),
perate on an energy balance approach, where the energy absorbed by
ust in the optical and UV bands must match the thermal emission
rom dust in the far-IR through sub-mm. While these two codes
enerally give consistent results for high signal-to-noise data, they
o not include any AGN component. CIGALE (Burgarella, Buat
 Iglesias-P ́aramo 2005 ; Noll et al. 2009 ; Boquien et al. 2019 )

lso operates on the energy balance principle, and includes an AGN
omponent. The final code, AGNFITTER (Calistro Rivera et al. 2016 ),
s designed to work in cases where the assumption of energy balance
ay not hold if the UV light and IR emission are spatially distinct.
his is often the case for AGNs. 
Best et al. (in preparation) modelled all of the galaxies using each

f the four codes, including twice for CIGALE , using a different
uite of models for the AGN component each time. This provided
adiative mode AGN identifications. Radio AGNs were identified
sing the relationship between radio luminosity at 150 MHz, L 150 ,
nd the derived SFRs. Best et al. (in preparation) defined radio-excess
dentified AGNs as lying further than 0.7 dex from the ridge line of
his relationship. For all fitted galaxies, the consensus stellar masses
nd SFRs were derived (Section 5 ; Best et al. in preparation) using a
habrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003 ). 

 SAMPLE  SELECTION  

.1 Brightness temperatures at low frequencies 

requently, in the literature one will see that a source is reliably
onsidered to be an AGN if it exceeds T b > 10 5 K. Ho we ver, the
xact limiting value of T b depends on the observing frequency, non-
hermal spectral index, the redshift, and the temperature of the gas.
t is worth revisiting this in light of these new LOFAR observations.

We start from brightness temperature, which is defined (in the
ayleigh–Jeans approximation) as 

 b = 

c 2 

2 k b 

S ν

ν2 �
K , (1) 

here c is the speed of light, k B is the Boltzmann constant, S ν is the
ux density, ν is the observing frequency, and � is the source solid
NRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
ngle. For a Gaussian source, 

= 

πθ1 θ2 

4 ln 2 
, (2) 

here θ1 , θ2 are the fitted Major and Minor axes of a 2D Gaussian.
earranging equation ( 1 ), we arrive at: 

S ν

�
= 

T b ν
2 

1 . 38 × 10 24 
, (3) 

n units of Jy arcsec −2 (flux density per solid angle). 1 

Starting from the simplest case, the brightness temperature from
 normal star-forming galaxy (SFG) (Condon 1992 ) is given by 

T b = T e [1 − exp ( −τ )] 
(

1 + 10 
(

ν
GHz 

)0 . 1 + α
)

, (4) 

with τ = τ0 

(
ν
ν0 

)−2 . 1 
, 

here τ 0 = 1 at frequency ν0 . In equation ( 4 ), we can see that
he brightness temperature depends on the frequency at which the
ptical depth reaches unity, ν0 , and the electron temperature of the
as, T e . It also depends on the synchrotron spectral inde x, α. F or this
nitial study, we choose to use this simple model which assumes a
ingle-phase ISM, and build on this in future work. 

Inserting equation ( 4 ) into equation ( 3 ) yields a beam-independent
odel of flux per solid angle, and we arrive at Fig. 1 , which shows

he flux per solid angle versus observing frequency. The top left
anel is a reproduction of fig. 4 from Condon ( 1992 ), with a range of
alues for ν0 , for a typical electron temperature T e = 10 4 K. As ν0 

ncreases, the frequency at which the flux per solid angle peaks also
ncreases. At an observed frequency of 1.4 GHz, the maximum value
llowed out of all of the curves is ∼ 10 5 K. Of course, if ν0 causes
he flux per solid angle to peak at a lower frequency, the limiting
alue of T b will drop. As the value of ν0 is virtually impossible to
easure accurately for a distant galaxy, the most restrictive curve

i.e. ν0 = 3 GHz) must be assumed for secure AGN identification.
ssuming this most restrictive value of ν0 , the three remaining panels
f Fig. 1 show how this changes with redshift, electron temperature,
nd synchrotron spectral index. As the redshift increases, the curve
hifts down, and therefore the limiting value of T b drops. Lower
alues of T e will also shift the curve down, while higher values shift
t up. Synchrotron spectral index changes the shape of the curve, with
teeper spectral indices reaching higher limiting values of T b at low
requencies (but lower at high frequencies). 

It is important to remember that T b is not a physical temperature,
nd that the limiting value which divides star formation and AGN
ctivity can change based on several parameters, e.g. with observed
requency: for z = 0, T e = 10 4 K the limiting value is T b ∼ 10 5 K at
.4 GHz, but closer to T b ∼ 10 6 K at 144 MHz. The limiting value
f T b should therefore be calculated per galaxy using all information
vailable. For this work, we assume T e = 10 4 K, use the redshift of
ach individual source, and assume a spectral index of α = −0.8.
his last assumption is conserv ati ve: we kno w that compact sources

end to have flatter spectral indices (e.g. Jackson et al. 2022 ), which
ould lead to a lower limiting value of T b (see bottom right of Fig. 1 ).

n the absence of complementary spatially resolved spectral index
nformation (the integrated spectral index in the standard resolution
mage may not be the same as the compact component), we opt
o fix the spectral index for all sources. An ongoing surv e y with
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Figure 1. The top left panel shows flux density per solid angle versus frequency (reproduction of fig. 4 in Condon 1992 ). The dashed grey lines show constant 
brightness temperatures, as labelled in the plot. The coloured lines show the limiting flux per solid angle as a function of frequency, for ν0 (the frequency at 
which the optical depth is unity) of 3 MHz, 10 MHz, 30 MHz, 100 MHz, 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz (from purple to green, bottom to top). The line with ν0 

= 3 GHz is thicker in width and marked with black dots, and this is plotted in the other three panels for reference. For ν0 = 3 GHz, the top right panel shows 
how this changes with redshift. The bottom left panel shows how it changes with electron temperature, T e , while the bottom right panel shows the change with 
spectral index, α. In all figures the z = 0, T e = 10 4 K, α = −0.8 line is shown as the thicker line dotted with black. 
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-MERLIN and the EVN (PI: McKean) will, in the future, provide
ppropriate spectral index information to be able to measure the
pectral index per source. This is more appropriate than comparison
ith a previous VLBA study (Middelberg et al. 2013 ), which is
iscussed in Appendix A . 

.2 Selecting AGNs using brightness temperature 

e select AGNs by calculating the limiting brightness temperature
ssuming ν0 = 3 GHz, T e = 10 4 K, α = −0.8, and the specific
edshift per source. We use spectroscopic redshifts where they exist,
upplemented by photometric redshifts for the rest of the sample.
ractically, we need the flux density information, S , and the area
 v er which it is spread, �. For the area over which the flux density is
pread, ideally we would use the real angular size of the source. This
nformation is not directly available, so we use the deconvolved sizes
rom PYBDSF . Where the deconvolved major or minor axis is smaller
han the limiting resolution (0.4 arcsec and 0.3 arcsec, respectively),
e replace the size with the limiting resolution (see Lobanov 2005 ;
adcliffe et al. 2018 ). This will lead to an underestimation of T b , and

herefore we expect the AGN identifications to be secure. We treat
he major and minor axes separately, and this impacts a total of 950
nique sources. 
Using deconvolved sizes is not ideal, as the actual PSF (as opposed

o the restoring beam, which is the 2D Gaussian fit to the PSF
sed by PYBDSF ) is the convolution of several kernels: (i) the u -
 sampling function (dirty beam), (ii) the autocorrelation function
ACF) of any residual calibration errors, and (iii) the PSF distortions
ue to smearing. Ho we ver, the fitted Gaussian restoring beam will
e smaller than the actual PSF, meaning that when PYBSDF uses
he restoring beam to calculate the deconvolved sizes they will
herefore be an overestimate of the true size, which leads to an
nderestimate of the brightness temperature. The results in this
aper are therefore conserv ati ve. To properly calculate the brightness
emperature accounting for smearing and other intensity losses, one
ould need to simulate a dirty beam from the u - v co v erage of a
articular observation, convert it to a residual image (this can be
one as the dirty beam is the ACF of the noise, see Schreiber et al.
021 Appendix A for details), compare that to the actual residuals
o find the calibration error PSF, and finally calculate the smearing
SF. This procedure is computationally e xpensiv e, and we leave it

o future work; the imaging strategy is still undergoing optimization
nd the final procedure is not set in stone. For now, we note that our
 b estimates are lower limits, and in the future we may be able to
ccess more sources with high values of T b . To be clear, this means
e expect our current AGN identifications to be secure , and we may
e able to add more AGN identifications in the future. 
For the flux density we make a calculation from both the peak

rightness and the total flux density in the high-resolution catalogue,
esulting in a total of 946 unique sources selected. Of these sources,
86 were identified as AGNs using the peak brightness, while all
46 were identified using the total flux density. A comparison
f the peak brightness and total flux density per solid angle are
hown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 , while the right-hand panel
hows the ratio of integrated flux densities in the standard and high-
esolution images as a function of the integrated flux density in the
tandard resolution image. Sources which were identified by their
eak brightness temperature appear to be largely unresolv ed: the y
ie close to the line where the peak brightness to total flux density
er solid angle ratio is unity. There does not seem to be a preference
or sources identified by their total flux density per solid angle to be
righter than those identified by peak brightness per solid angle. 
NRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
It is interesting to note, in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2 , that
t high flux densities the sources divide into two clear categories:
ome sources show a high ratio of integrated flux densities from the
tandard image ( S LoTSS ) to the integrated flux density in the high-
esolution image ( S ILT ), while others show very similar flux densities
t the two resolutions. There are no sources with intermediate flux
ensity ratios. To explore this further, we consider the sources
righter than 50 mJy (all of which are classified as AGNs via
heir radio excess and are therefore securely AGNs) and separate
hem into sources with high ( > 7) and low ( < 7) flux density ratios.

e find that, as expected, the high ratio sample show resolved
tructure in both the high-resolution and standard-resolution images
except for one source that is compact in both), such that the low-
esolution image encapsulates more flux. On the other hand, the
ow ratio sample is divided fairly evenly across three categories:
hose which are compact in both the high-resolution and standard-
esolution images (8/31 sources), those with resolved structure in
he high-resolution image but are compact or show only marginal
xtension in the standard-resolution image (11/31 sources), and those
hich show resolved structure in both images (12/31). Although the

ow ratio sample appear to be more compact sources in general,
he high-ratio sample have smaller reported major axis values in
he high-resolution image; this implies that the catalogued high-
esolution size is measuring the size of just a central component
e.g. the radio core) and is not representative of the full size of the
ource. Given the range of properties seen, this investigation provides
o clear insight as to why there are no high flux density sources
ith intermediate flux density ratios; future imaging of the Lockman
ole at intermediate resolutions (1–2 arcsec) will help answer this
uestion. 
As a check of the quality of the catalogues, we compare the

eak brightness in the high-resolution image with the integrated flux
ensity in the standard-resolution image in Fig. 3 . We find that six
f the T b -identified sources have peak brightness values higher than
heir integrated flux density values, but overall the source population
ehaves as expected. The six outliers are all at low flux densities,
nd four of them agree with a peak brightness to integrated flux
ensity ratio of unity within their uncertainties. The final two agree
ithin 3 σ ; they could potentially be variable sources. Although the

tandard and high-resolution images were made from the same data,
he standard-resolution image uses more observations, and sources
n the observation selected for the high-resolution image could vary
lightly from the average. We do not investigate this further here,
ut simply remo v e all six sources from the rest of our analysis,
lthough keeping them in would not impact any of the outcomes.
he final sample comprises 481 sources identified as AGNs via both
eak brightness and total flux density, and a further 459 identified
nly by total flux density (a total of 940 sources). We refer to
hese sources as either T b , peak or T b , total in the text. Note that all
ources identified as AGNs via T b , peak are also identified as AGNs
ia T b , total ; the sources flagged as T b , total are those identified only via 
 b , total . 
Using redshift information and assuming a spectral index of α
 −0.8, Fig. 4 shows the integrated radio luminosity (calculated

rom the standard-resolution catalogue) versus redshift for both the
hole high-resolution sample, and subsamples of high- T b AGNs.
his shows that we are identifying AGNs using their brightness

emperature across all redshifts, with a wide range of radio powers.
his selection method of course relies on a higher flux per beam

hreshold than allowed by the image sensitivity, and results in
 slightly higher ef fecti ve flux limit than the flux limit of the 
urv e y. 
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Figure 2. Observed properties of the high- T b selected sample. On the left, we show the peak brightness per solid angle versus total flux density per solid 
angle, for all sources in the high-resolution image (grey circles). Sources identified as AGNs via T b , total are marked with pink stars, with sources also identified 
via T b , peak marked with magenta stars. A line of unity is drawn to guide the eye. The high- T b sources identified by their peak brightness lie close to this line, 
indicating that they are unresolved. The high- T b sources identified only by their total flux density predictably have more points which lie further from this line. 
The right-hand panel shows where these sources lie in terms of their total flux density measured from the standard resolution image (the x -axis), with the ratio of 
total flux density from the standard and high-resolution images shown as the dependent variable. The dashed line at unity indicates where the total flux density 
in the standard resolution image is the same as measured in the high-resolution image. 

Figure 3. The peak brightness measured from the high-resolution image, 
compared to the integrated flux density from the standard-resolution image. 
The solid black line shows where these two quantities are equal. The grey 
circles show the entire high-resolution sample, with the pink stars marking 
T b , total selected sources, and the magenta stars marking T b , peak selected 
sources. 
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Figure 4. Radio luminosity versus redshift for the whole sample. Error bars 
are not shown, because the median uncertainty on the radio power is smaller 
than the point size. The grey circles show the entire high-resolution sample, 
with the pink stars marking T b , total selected sources, and the magenta stars 
marking T b , peak selected sources. 
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 RESULTS  

.1 Source classifications 

hus far we have only used the flux density and measured sizes to
dentify sources as AGNs. We can check these identifications against 
hose provided as part of the LOFAR Deep Fields data release, based
n both photometric AGN identification (Kondapally et al. 2021 ) and
dentification from detailed SED fitting (Best et al., in preparation). 

Optically identified AGNs come from the Million Quasar Cat- 
logue (Flesch 2019 ) compilation, IR identified AGNs satisfy the 
onley et al. ( 2012 ) criteria, and X-ray identified AGNs have an
-ray counterpart. In Best et al. (in preparation) AGNs are classified
sing two criteria, which when combined provide three AGN classes. 
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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Table 1. Source classification. The final column shows the number of unique 
AGN identifications from T b selection. 

Identified with peak and total T b 

SED class # Opt. AGNs IR AGNs Unique T b 
AGNs 

SFG 45 0 6 39 
Unclass 19 1 4 15 
RQAGN 31 11 21 0 
LERG 292 0 8 0 
HERG 94 30 44 0 
Total 481 42 83 54 

Identified with total T b only 
SED class # Opt. AGNs IR AGNs Unique T b 

AGNs 
SFG 99 0 5 94 
Unclass 14 1 2 12 
RQAGN 47 17 35 0 
LERG 241 0 2 0 
HERG 58 8 28 0 
Total 459 26 72 106 
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he first criteria e v aluates whether or not there is significant radiative
utput from an AGN; this classification is derived from the results of
he four different SED-fitting codes, in particular through comparing
he results of codes which include AGNs in the fitting against those
hich do not. The second criteria e v aluates the presence of a radio

xcess based on the distance from the L R –SFR relation. Best et al. (in
reparation) found a ridge line value for this relation of log 10 ( L 144 [W
z −1 ]) = 22.24 + 1.08 ×log 10 (SFR [M � yr −1 ]), and define galaxies

o have a radio excess when they lie 0.7 dex (equi v alent to 3 σ )
bo v e this relation. The combination of these two criteria yields
hree classes of AGNs: 

(i) High-excitation radio galaxies (HERGs) are radiative AGNs
ith a radio excess; 
(ii) Low-excitation radio galaxies (LERGs) are non-radiative

GNs with a radio excess; 
(iii) Radio-quiet AGNs (RQAGN) are radiative AGNs without a

adio excess. 

If a classification in either category of criteria is unclear or
mbiguous, the AGN identification is Unclassified . Sources which
o not fall into any of the above AGN classes are classified as SFGs.
Table 1 shows the classifications of the high- T b identified AGNs, 2 

plit by whether the sources were identified via T b , peak and T b , total 

r T b , total only. For the T b , peak sample, 89 percent (427/481) also
ave AGN identifications from the multiwavelength data, while this
rops to 77 percent (353/459) for the T b , total sample (and is 83
ercent o v erall considering both T b , peak and T b , total ). This shows
hat our T b criterion reliably selects sources which have AGN
dentifications from other methods. The SED fitting may yield the
rong classification in some cases, as there is a lot of scatter around

he classification lines. The classifications are also weighted by
hat is the bulk source of the ultraviolet through infrared emission,

nd in composite systems sources may be classified as an SFG
hen a low-luminosity AGN is present. Combining the SED and
hotometric AGN classifications, we also report the number of
nique AGN identifications from T b . There are a total of 160 new
GN identifications. 
NRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 

 No AGNs were classified via X-ray luminosity, and this criterion is not 
ncluded. 
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.2 Redshift distributions 

nly 191 ( ∼9 percent) of the sources have spectroscopic redshifts.
f photometric redshifts are inaccurate then the limiting T b value
or AGN identification can also be inaccurate, although using the
edshift rather than assuming z = 0 when calculating the limiting
alue of T b only adds 27 sources (3 percent) to the sample, so this
s not expected to be a large effect. Duncan et al. ( 2021 ) shows that
he photometric redshifts are reasonably accurate out to z ∼ 4, with
NMAD = 0 . 017 and 0.077 for galaxy/host-dominated and AGNs,
espectively. Fig. 5 shows that some of the Unclassified, SFG, and
QAGN sources have primary redshift solutions beyond this, but out
f the 2214 sources which had SED fitting performed this is a small
umber, only 112 ( ∼5 percent). What is clear is that the Unclassified
nd SFG sources may be misidentified or not identified because their
edshift is insecure; there is a dearth of z spec > 0.5 sources in these
lasses, which is not true for the RQAGN class. The long tails of
hotometric redshifts for the Unclassified and SFG categories may
hange if followed up to acquire spectroscopic redshifts, which is an
nteresting prospect for a future study. 

.3 Infrared colour–colour plots 

e construct the infrared colour–colour plots using the multiwave-
ength catalogue from Kondapally et al. ( 2021 ), for sources with
 2 σ detections in all four IRAC channels (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 μm).
ig. 6 shows where they lie in relation to the wedges from Donley
t al. ( 2012 ) and Lacy et al. ( 2004 ) o v erplotted. Unsurprisingly,
iven that the mid-IR region of the SED is an important driver of
he classifications of Best et al. (in preparation), the RQAGN fall

ostly in the wedges which identify them as radiative AGNs, as do
he HERGs. The LERG population extends down to the lower left
f the colour–colour plot. The bulk of the SFG population seems to
o v er around the edge of the wedges, suggesting that perhaps they
re composite SFG/AGN sources. The Unclassified category splits
nto two groups: those which fall securely in the AGN wedges, and
hose which lie below the wedges. It is worth keeping in mind that the
osition of sources on these plots will vary with redshift (Radcliffe
t al. 2021b ). 

.4 The L R –SFR relation 

e can also look at the source classifications in terms of the L R –SFR
elation, in Fig. 7 . Although the sources unclassified by the SED
tting do not have estimated SFR values, we place them on the plot

o the right-hand side to show their L R values. It is clear that in
eneral the high- T b identified sources run the range of SFR and L R 

alues. F or non-radio e xcess sources, there is a v oidance of the ridge
ine from Best et al. (in preparation): 87 percent of the high- T b SFGs
125/144) and 91 percent of the high- T b RQAGN (71/78) are abo v e
he ridge line of the L R –SFR relation (but, by definition, not 0.7 dex
bo v e it, which would classify them as radio-excess sources). This
ay suggest the presence of AGN-related radio emission, even if not

ormally defined as radio excess sources. 

.5 Detectability and source fractions 

n the standard-resolution image, there are 23 734 sources with
NR > 5 which are within the co v erage of the high-resolution image.
ot all of these will be detectable at high resolution, as they may be

xtended low-surface brightness sources. To determine the number of
ources which are detectable, we compare the peak brightness from
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Figure 5. The o v erall redshift distribution for all sources in a class (all, 
unclassified, SFG, or RQAGN, from top to bottom panel) is plotted as a solid 
line. The hatched and shaded regions show the spectroscopic and photometric 
redshift distributions, respectively, for sources which are identified as AGNs 
via T b . The T b distributions are normalized to the o v erall density of all sources 
in each subclass: e.g. if the hatched and shaded regions are added together 
the area under the resulting distribution would be unity. 

t
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Figure 6. Infrared colour–colour plots. The grey points show all sources 
detected in the high-resolution image, while the coloured points show the T b - 
identified AGNs, using the SED-fitting classifications. The filled points are 
identified via T b , peak , while the unfilled points are identified only via T b , total . 
Note that only sources with > 2 σ detections in all four bands are plotted. 
Wedges which are often used to identify AGNs from their infrared colours 
are shown in orange. 
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he standard-resolution image to the local rms in the high-resolution 
mage. There are 13 439 sources for which the peak brightness is
arger than five times the rms noise at that location in the rms map,
hich are potentially detectable. Only 16 percent (2214) of these 

ources are detected in the high-resolution image, which is similar to 
hat is found in studies carried out at higher radio frequencies. High-
esolution radio follow-up with VLBI arrays of deep radio samples 
ave shown a detection rate of 20–30 percent, depending on the
ample (e.g. Herrera Ruiz et al. 2017 ; Radcliffe et al. 2018 ). Fig. 8
hows the fraction of detected to detectable sources as a function
f integrated flux density from the standard-resolution image. The 
igh-resolution sample is of course biased towards compact sources, 
s sources with low surface brightness are less likely to be detected
n the high-resolution image. While the high- T b sources (we remind
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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Figure 7. The L R –SFR relation. The line abo v e which sources are classified 
as radio excess is not explicitly drawn, but clear from the lower limit of 
where LERGs/HERGs fall on the plot. T b -identified AGNs run the full range 
of star formation rates and luminosities. The unclassified sources do not have 
estimated SFR values, and are shown on the right-hand side of the plot to 
illustrate their range of L R . The ridge line from Best et al. (in preparation) 
described in Section 5 is shown as a dashed black line. 

Figure 8. Fraction of detected sources (of those which are detectable) as 
a function of S i , LoTSS . The grey symbols show this fraction for all sources, 
while the blue stars show this for the T b -selected sources. The distribution 
increases up to ∼5 mJy, then remains roughly constant (within uncertainties) 
at higher flux densities. This could correspond to the switch between the SFG- 
and AGN-dominated populations. Uncertainties are estimated assuming 

√ 

N 

for N sources in a bin, and propagated in the standard manner. 
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he reader that this includes all T b , peak and T b , total sources) do not
iffer from the o v erall population of detected sources (within the
ncertainties) abo v e ∼ 5 mJy, there is a clear separation of the high-
 b sources below this. Sources with higher flux densities are more

ikely to be radio-loud, and therefore AGN dominated, whereas we
xpect star formation to dominate at fainter flux densities (e.g. Ibar
t al. 2009 ; Ocran et al. 2017 ; Prandoni et al. 2018 ). 

Finally, we investigate the nature of the high- T b sample, and
ompare it to the non- T b selected sources in the high-resolution
mage (for comparison with the full sample detected in the standard-
esolution image, see fig. 9 of Best et al. in preparation). For each
ample, T b -identified AGNs and non- T b selected sources, we split
hem into their subpopulations as a function of flux density. As
bo v e, we use the total flux density measured from the standard-
esolution image. We calculate the number of high- T b sources in
ach flux density bin, and find the fraction of each subpopulation.
he results are shown in the left ( T b -identified AGNs) and right

non- T b selected sources) panels of Fig. 9 . It is clear that the LERGs
ominate the both samples, particularly at higher flux densities, with
he HERG contribution increasing at the highest flux densities. This
s the same behaviour seen in Best et al. (in preparation) (their fig. 9).
n the T b -identified AGN sample, the SFG population is different: in
est et al. (in preparation) this dominates below ∼ 1 mJy, whereas
ere the SFG population fraction remains low for most of the flux
ensity range, only rising to 0.4 in the lowest flux density bin. This
s because the SFGs should all be excluded from the current sample
y the high- T b identification. We see that the SFGs are contributing
he most to the non- T b selected sources below flux densities of ∼2

Jy, which is consistent with Best et al. (in preparation). 
Fig. 10 shows the cumulative sum of the fraction of high- T b sources

n the respective subpopulation. The approximate completeness of
he T b identification is apparent: the cumulative sum of the fractions
symptote abo v e ∼1 mJy. The o v erall fraction of high- T b sources in
ach o v erall subpopulations is: HERGs – 68 percent; LERGs – 57
ercent; Unclassified – 61 percent; RQAGN – 32 percent; SFG – 20
ercent. The HERG, LERG, and unclassified populations have the
argest fractions of high- T b sources, which is a further indication that
he unclassified sources are indeed A GNs. The RQA GN and SFG
opulations follow with smaller fractions of their subpopulations
omprising high- T b sources. For the RQAGN, this implies that the
opulation may not be dominated by one type of radio emission
echanism, but instead may comprise sources with different types

f radio emission (e.g. jets, winds, star formation; see Panessa et al.
019 ). It is also possible that some sources identified as SFGs are
ctually RQAGN, which would increase the number of T b -identified
QAGN here (although this number is expected to be a lower limit,

ee Section 3.2 ), leaving a very small fraction of genuine SFGs
otentially hosting radio jets. Either way, it seems clear that high-
 b AGN identifications are preferentially associated with radiative
 GNs (RQA GN) than SFGs. 

 SEPARATI NG  STAR  F O R M AT I O N  A N D  AG N  

C TI VI TY  

e turn to separating radio emission from star formation and
GN activity, which relies on understanding how star formation
ontributes to the brightness temperature, as described in Section 3.2 .
e do this only for T b -identified sources which are unresolved in

he high-resolution image and do not have a radio excess, i.e. the
FG, RQAGN, and Unclass populations. This a v oids sources which
ay hav e e xtended or resolv ed emission due to AGN activity. We

etermine the unresolved population in the same way as Shimwell
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Figure 9. Here, we plot the composition of the T b -identified AGNs (left-hand panel) and all other sources (right-hand panel) as a function of integrated flux 
density measured from the standard-resolution image. In each flux density bin, the fraction of each subpopulation of the total number of sources in the bin is 
plotted. 

Figure 10. The cumulative sum of the fraction of T b -identified AGNs in 
each subpopulation, as a function of integrated flux density as measured from 

the standard-resolution image. Symbols and lines are the same as in Fig. 9 . 
The lines flatten out at the total fraction of each subpopulation which are 
T b -identified AGNs. 
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t al. ( 2019 , 2022 ), by fitting an upper envelope at the 99.9th
ercentile to the sources fit with a single Gaussian component (code 
S’ ). This was done using the high-resolution image. A total of 53
 b -identified sources (31 T b , peak , 22 T b , total ) were determined to be
esolved and therefore removed. 

We make the assumption that star formation is widespread in a 
alaxy, producing a low surface brightness component that will not 
e detected in the high-resolution image, while the AGN component, 
dentified via brightness temperature, will be a single compact 
lement. Thus, the peak brightness in the high-resolution image will 
epresent the AGN luminosity, although this may be underestimated 
ecause of smearing (see Section 3.2 ). We use the peak brightness
nd not the total flux density to a v oid contamination from potential
ow-surface brightness contributions (i.e. star formation). We use 
he standard-resolution image to estimate the contribution from 

tar formation. Unless very nearby, galaxies will be unresolved 
n the standard-resolution image, and low-surface brightness radio 
mission from star formation will be abo v e the limit for detection.
orward-modelling the problem using 3D models of galaxies that 
re ‘observed’ in the same way as these data will, in a future paper,
llow us to place more secure constraints on the separation of star
ormation and AGN activity. 

With these assumptions in hand, we calculate the following AGN 

nd star formation contributions: 

 AGN = L p, ILT (5) 

 SF = L i, LoTSS − L p, ILT , (6) 

here L p , ILT is the luminosity obtained using the peak intensity in
he high-resolution image, and L i , LoTSS is the luminosity obtained 
rom the integrated flux density in the standard-resolution image. 
rrors are propagated in the standard way. The SFR contribution to

he radio luminosity can be converted into SFR using the best-fitting
arameters for eqn. 2 of Smith et al. ( 2021 ): 

 . 9 × log 10 ( SFR ) = log 10 ( L SFR ) − 22 . 22 − 0 . 33 × log 10 ( M ∗) , (7) 

here the units of SFR and M ∗ are M � yr −1 and 10 10 M �, respectively.
his equation assumes that there is no low-frequency absorption. 
his mass-dependent form is similar to the Best et al. (in preparation)

idge line. Practically, we calculate S AGN and S SF and convert the flux
ensities into rest-frame luminosities using the distance modulus, 
ssuming a typical synchrotron spectrum of α = −0.8. 

Using the total radio luminosity and the measured SFR after 
ubtracting the AGN component, we can now place our unclassified 
ources in the L R –SFR parameter space, see Fig. 11 . None of the
nclassified sources shows a radio excess based on the SFR, although
hey lie on the upper half of the L R –SFR relation, with 73 percent
22/30) of sources lying abo v e the ridge line. 
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 7 for all sources but the unclassified cate gory. F or 
these, we have only been able to place them on the plot after estimating their 
star formation rate by subtracting the L AGN contribution to the total radio 
luminosity. 
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We investigate the relative contributions of the AGNs to the total
adio luminosity, in Fig. 12 . The top panel of this figure shows
he ratio of L AGN / L SF , while the bottom panel shows L AGN / L total ,
oth as a function of total radio luminosity. The three populations
re well mixed, with no one population having significantly higher
r lower fractions than the others. We report the median values in
 able 2 . W e use the median (with the median absolute deviation for

he uncertainties) rather than the mean as it is more robust against
utliers. The values generally agree with each other: when L AGN / L total 

s ∼0.5, L AGN / L SF ∼ 1, as expected. Although the ratio of L AGN / L total 

s slightly lower in the SFG category, all three types of sources have
edians which agree within the uncertainties. This is consistent with
hat we would expect: an ILT detection means there must be a

ompact component, and high values of T b mean there is an AGN
omponent, so L AGN / L SF will al w ays be abo v e zero. Additionally,
e have limited this part of the analysis to sources which do not
ave a radio excess, so the total emission will al w ays be less than
pproximately five times that expected from SFR, meaning that the
GNs will not account for more than ∼80 percent of the total radio
mission. 

We also fit a linear model to L AGN / L total = m ×log 10 ( L R ) + b to
heck for any dependence between radio and AGN luminosity. The
t results are reported in Table 3 , which shows at most only very
ild dependence, with relatively large uncertainties. This may be

mpacted by the ef fecti ve flux limit of the T b selection (see Fig. 4 ),
mperfect separation between SFR and AGN radio emission, or due
o the fact that we are probing a regime where neither AGN nor SFR
adio luminosity dominates the total radio luminosity. Future work
o more precisely quantify the uncertainties on the AGN luminosity
using forward modelling) will help us understand the picture here. 

The SED fitting also calculates an AGN fraction, which we
ompare with L AGN / L total in Fig. 13 . As there are multiple SED fits to
nd consensus values, we show the f AGN for AGNFITTER and CIGALE ,

he latter with both the SKIRTOR (Stalevski et al. 2012 , 2016 ) and
NRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
ritz, Franceschini & Hatziminaoglou ( 2006 ) AGN models. It is
lear that there is a wide range of f AGN values regardless of which
ED fitting method is used. This is partly dependent on the fact

hat f AGN is defined differently for each SED fitting method. For
GNFITTER it is the fraction of emission in the 1–30 micron range
rom the AGN components. For CIGALE it is the total IR luminosity
raction, which naturally will give lower values than AGNFITTER . For
 LERG-type source, where the dominant AGN output is in the radio
and, SED fitting can yield low values of f AGN ; this is consistent
ith at least some of the SFGs and Unclassified sources not being

dentified as LERGs because they are not abo v e the radio e xcess
efinition, while the majority of RQAGN still have high f AGN . It
s clear that we do not (except for an outlier) measure L AGN / L total 

 0.2, while the SED fitting measures values of f AGN as small as
.01; as L AGN / L total sample is biased towards AGNs selected via T b in
he radio band, this is not surprising. Aside from some outliers, the
QAGN population seems to show better agreement between f AGN 

nd L AGN / L total for all three SED fitting methods, which is not totally
nexpected as they have been identified as AGNs via SED fitting.
or AGNFITTER and CIGALE with the FRITZ models, there seem to be
 population of SFGs with higher relative f AGN values that correlate
ith L AGN / L total , although not with a one-to-one relation. Overall, the
easured L AGN / L total value is higher than that estimated by the SED
tting code: we are either o v erestimating the AGN contribution or the
ED fitting is underestimating the AGN contribution – ho we ver, this
ust be tempered by the fact that f AGN and L AGN / L total are measured

ifferently and may not be like comparisons. The AGN contribution
o the radio emission may also be less direct in these non-radio
xcess sources (e.g. if it comes from secondary effects like shocks
rom AGN winds). 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Caveats 

dentification of AGNs using brightness temperature is a widely used
ethod, but this is the first time it has been applied at low observing

requencies. One of the primary things to keep in mind is that the
odels to calculate the limiting value of brightness temperature

practically, here we use flux density per solid angle) assume only the
implest model of a free–free absorbing medium that is well mixed
ith the radio synchrotron-emitting plasma, and in which there is
 constant ratio of these two components. Other low-frequency cut-
ff mechanisms can exist such as synchrotron self-absorption and
o w-energy electron cut-of f. Additionally, the geometry of any free–
ree absorbing gas could be different from the assumptions of the
ondon model, in particular it could be clumpy by being confined

o H II regions (Lacki 2013 ; Ram ́ırez-Olivencia et al. 2022 ) or could
e foreground to the synchrotron emission (Varenius et al. 2015 ;
onway, Elitzur & Parra 2018 ). Such different geometries affect

he predicted radio spectrum from a star-formation powered source
nd hence the maximum brightness temperature expected at a given
requency. 

In addition to absorption with a co v ering factor less than unity
cross the whole source, AGN activity and star formation in galaxies
hich host both can experience different types of absorption in each.
 or e xample, if the compact AGN emission comes from jets which
re experiencing synchrotron self-absorption, radio emission from
tar formation in the galaxy would be unaffected. In the case of
ree–free absorption of radio emission from star formation due to
onizing gas along the line of sight, whether or not it impacts the
ompact AGN emission depends on the geometry of the system
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Figure 12. The top panel shows the ratio of radio luminosity from AGNs to radio luminosity from star formation, as a function of total radio luminosity. The 
bottom panel shows the ratio of AGNs to total radio luminosity, with the distributions of the AGN fraction for each population in the panel to the right (dotted 
lines show the medians reported in Table 2 ). The black dashed line in each main panel is placed at unity to help guide the eye. 

Table 2. Median values of ratios 
from Fig. 12 . 

L AGN / L SF 

Class Median 
RQAGN 0.98 ± 0.67 
SFG 0.96 ± 0.55 
Unclass 1.07 ± 0.68 
Total 0.98 ± 0.60 

L AGN / L total 

Class Median 
RQAGN 0.49 ± 0.17 
SFG 0.49 ± 0.15 
Unclass 0.52 ± 0.17 
Total 0.49 ± 0.16 

Table 3. Fit parameters for L AGN / L total = m 

×log 10 ( L R ) + b from Fig. 12 . 

Class m b 

All −0.00 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.29 
RQAGN −0.03 ± 0.02 1.15 ± 0.58 
SFG −0.00 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.40 
Unclass 0.03 ± 0.03 −0.22 ± 0.63 
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nd the co v ering factor of the ionizing gas. Of course, the co v ering
actor could be unity and provide a constant amount of absorption 
cross the entire source, which means the relative contributions, if 
ot the absolute , of star formation and AGN activity would remain
he same. Regardless of its origin, low-frequency absorption would 
ork to suppress the flux density per solid angle. This means that
hile the our conserv ati ve limit ensures we are securely identifying
GNs, many other ILT sources may also be AGNs. 
Another issue to consider is the beam size. In high-frequency 
bservations, the spatial scales probed are smaller. For example, 
iddelberg et al. ( 2013 ) achieve a beam size (with natural weighting)

f 11 . 7 × 9 . 4 mas 2 , which is a beam solid angle 10 3 smaller than that
chieved with the ILT in Sweijen et al. ( 2022 ), 0 . 3 × 0 . 4 arcsec 2 (in
rinciple, this could be pushed to ∼0.2 arcsec, at the cost of increased
oise). So are we actually probing the rele v ant spatial scales? We are
ecure in our identifications of AGNs, but what process is actually
roducing the radio emission related to the AGNs could be on pc
o kpc scales. Although we explore this in the next subsection, we
ill likely require ancillary information to help determine what the 

ource of radio emission is in these T b -identified AGNs to make
urther progress. 

.2 What is driving the radio emission? 

or HERGs and LERGs, the dominant radio emission mechanism 

s jets. But in radio-quiet AGNs, we see that only 32 percent of
he population are identified via their T b . In these sources, we can
eparate the AGN and star formation luminosities (see Section 5 )
nd try to investigate the origin of the radio luminosity due to AGNs.
e consider three possibilities: star formation, winds, and jets. Two 

f these possibilities attribute the radio emission to AGNs, and we
nclude star formation as a comparison. The caveats in the previous
ection mean that our separation of radio emission from SF and
GN activity is not yet robust, and it is also possible that there is
nhanced, compact star formation due to the AGNs. For each of these
hree possibilities, we construct a distribution of radio luminosities 
nd compare this with the distribution of radio AGN luminosities 
n the T b -identified samples of unclassified, SFG, and RQAGN 

ources. 
For the star-formation distribution, we select all sources in the SFG

lass from Best et al. (in preparation) and remo v e the T b -identified
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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M

Figure 13. Comparison of the measured L AGN / L total with the SED-estimated 
f AGN values. The dashed line in each plot shows where L AGN / L total = f AGN . 
Note that only sources which have a value of f AGN reported are shown. 
Symbols are the same as in Fig. 12 . 
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Figure 14. The top panel shows distributions for three possible contributions 
to AGN radio luminosity in radio-quiet AGNs: star formation, winds, 
and jets. The following three panels show these distributions o v erlaid on 
the distributions of AGN luminosity for the T b -identified AGNs from the 
unclassified, SFG, and RQAGN samples. 
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GNs. The radio luminosity in these sources is therefore dominated
y star formation, and we simply use the integrated radio luminosity
alculated from the standard-resolution image. Similarly for jets,
e select all HERGs and LERGs and use their integrated radio

uminosity. For winds, we rely on the models in Nims, Quataert &
aucher-Gigu ̀ere ( 2015 ), which provide a prescription for estimating

he synchrotron spectrum from the shocked ambient medium of an
GN wind. We use their Eqn. 32 to estimate the radio luminosity
t 144 MHz from this shocked ambient medium. We assume the
ame fiducial model as Nims et al. ( 2015 ), but we require a realistic
istribution of bolometric luminosities. These we take from Woo &
rry ( 2002 ), who compiled values from the literature and estimated
alues for another ∼200 galaxies. From this sample we select only
he lower luminosity Seyfert galaxies and radio-quiet AGNs and
se this distribution of bolometric luminosities to estimate the wind
ontribution to the radio luminosity. 
NRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
Fig. 14 shows these three representative distributions in the top
anel. The distributions of winds and star formation co v er similar
anges, with only slight differences in the peaks of their distribution.
he jet distribution is shifted towards higher radio luminosities, as
xpected. All three distributions are then o v erlaid on the distributions
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Figure 15. The stellar-mass normalized L SF versus the stellar-mass normal- 
ized L AGN for unresolved, non-radio excess, T b -identified AGNs. The points 
are coloured by their redshift. The grey dashed line is a fit to the data, while 
the thin grey line shows the one-to-one line. 
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f AGN luminosity for the unclassified, SFG, and RQAGN samples, 
or a qualitative comparison. 

Both the SFG and RQAGN samples have distributions of L AGN 

calculated from the peak intensity in the high-resolution image) 
hich fall within the distributions of all three potential sources of

adio emission, while the unclassified sample has a slight o v erabun-
ance at the very low L AGN end, and also has peaks which seem
o be consistent with the distributions of L AGN from star-formation 
nd jets, confirming their composite nature. It is possible that the 
nclassified sources have photometric redshifts very different from 

he actual redshifts, resulting in the inability of the SED fitting 
o properly classify them and yielding incorrect estimates of the 
GN luminosity. Follow-up spectroscopic observations to secure 

edshifts for these sources will be critical for helping understand their 
ature. 
The SFG sample appears to have a single peak in its distribution

t L AGN ∼ 10 25 W Hz −1 . We have seen that the SFG population has
nfrared colours on the borderline between AGNs and SFGs, and the 
opulation has median L AGN / L total = 0.44 ± 0.14. The high- T b cores
ould be due truly to AGN activity, or intense starbursts in the nuclear
egion. Ho we ver, Sweijen et al. (in preparation) examines a sample
f hyper-luminous infrared galaxies (HyLIRGs) and finds that their 
rightness temperatures imply that 98 percent of the sample detected 
n the high-resolution image are likely to host radio AGNs. The fact
hat the SFG population appears to have a single Gaussian distribution 
f L AGN implies that the radio emission mechanism is similar across
he population, and the fact that the distribution is shifted slightly

ore towards the star formation and winds distributions could mean 
hat it is less likely these galaxies host jets. Spatially resolved IFU
ata may be needed to confirm the presence of AGNs. 
The RQAGN sample looks like it could be two o v erlapping

istributions, one peaking around L AGN ∼ 10 24 . 5 W Hz −1 , and one 
round ∼10 25.5 W Hz −1 . It is likely the population hosts a mix of
ifferent radio emission mechanisms, which is also supported by 
he fact that only 32 percent of the o v erall RQAGN population are
dentified as AGNs via their T b values. There seems to be a significant
raction of the sample which is shifted towards higher L AGN , so it
s likely at least some of these host radio jets. Ho we ver, the lo wer
eak could be due to either winds or extremely compact starbursts.
ims et al. ( 2015 ) make predictions for the spectral index expected

or radio emission from the shocked ambient medium due to winds, 
nd future observations providing spectral information on the same 
patial scales, e.g. with e-MERLIN, will be interesting to test this. 

.3 Co-evolution 

nderstanding the co-evolution of supermassive black holes and their 
ost galaxies is linked to understanding the relative contributions of 
GN activity and star formation to a galaxy’s o v erall energy budget.
eparating the radio emission from AGNs and star formation as we 
id in Section 5 affords us the opportunity to see how they are linked,
lthough correlation does not mean causation. Fig. 15 shows the 
uminosity from star formation versus the luminosity from AGNs for 
nresolv ed, non-radio e xcess, T b -identified AGNs. We normalize by 
he stellar mass to remo v e an y redshift bias. A relation is clear, with a
inear fit yielding: log 10 ( L SFR / M ∗) = (0.89 ± 0.03) ×log 10 ( L AGN / M ∗)
 (1.41 ± 0.43). The slope of the linear fit is slightly offset from

nity. 
Colouring the points by their redshift reveals that this relationship 
ay still have some dependence on redshift. When restricting the 

inear fit to include only the 29 sources in the sample which
ave spectroscopic redshifts, the fit changes to: log 10 ( L SFR / M ∗) =
0.92 ± 0.06) ×log 10 ( L AGN / M ∗) + (1.19 ± 0.83). While the slope
ecomes slightly steeper, it is still consistent with the o v erall fit
ithin the uncertainty on the parameter. 
Overall, the tight correlation between the stellar-mass normalized 

adio luminosities due to star formation and AGNs supports the idea
hat supermassive black holes co-evolve with their galaxies. The 
aveats outlined previously in this section mean the exact form of
his relationship should be approached with caution, and this issue 
ill be explored further in future studies. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  F U T U R E  WO R K  

n this paper, we have demonstrated, for the first time, the use
f brightness temperature measurements at low (144 MHz) radio 
requencies to identify 940 AGNs. This is only possible due to the
ub-arcsecond resolution of the ILT, which is critical for reaching 
he limiting values of brightness temperature generated by an SFG. 

e find that 89 percent of T b , peak and 83 percent of T b , total selected
ources are also classified as AGNs via photometric or SED classi-
cation methods. This demonstrates that in the absence of detailed 
ED fitting (which provides the bulk of the AGN classifications, 
ompared to photometric methods), we can reliably select AGNs 
sing T b at low frequencies. This will be crucial as we post-process
he LOFAR Two-metre Sk y Surv e y (LoTSS; Shimwell et al. 2022 ,
019 ) at high resolution, as we will not have the exquisite ancillary
ata available in, e.g. the Lockman Hole region, for the entire
orthern Sky. 
Investigating the ancillary data, we find that infrared colour–colour 

lots show SFGs with a T b AGN identification are either in or
round the edges of the selection wedges, consistent with them being
omposite AGN/SFG sources. The majority of RQAGN lie within 
he selection wedges, while the unclassified sources split into two 
roups: one firmly within the AGN selection criteria, and one outside
f it. 
MNRAS 515, 5758–5774 (2022) 
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Using both the rms map from the high-resolution image and
he peak brightness from the standard-resolution image, there are
3 439 potentially detectable sources of which only 2214 sources are
etected. 3 The fraction of detected sources increases up to ∼5 mJy,
hen is fairly constant at higher flux densities, while below this the
igh- T b population splits from the o v erall population, indicating that
e are detecting a mixture of SFGs and AGNs in the high-resolution

mage. 
Dividing the T b -identified AGN sample into subpopulations, we

nd qualitatively similar behaviour as in Best et al. (in preparation)
or the LERG and HERG populations. The high- T b sources comprise
7 and 68 percent of these populations, respectiv ely. Ov er half (61
ercent) of the unclassified sources are high- T b sources. The high-
 b RQAGN only make up 32 percent of the o v erall population,

ndicating that there is likely a mixture of radio emission mechanisms
n the o v erall RQAGN population. Finally, only 20 percent of SFGs
re identified as AGNs via their high- T b ; when considered in context
f their placement on the infrared colour–colour plots these are highly
ikely to be composite AGN/SFG sources, consistent with the results
f Strazzullo et al. ( 2010 ) for the Deep Swire Field, or LERGs which
all short of the radio excess cut-off. This is in contrast to a sample
f HyLIRGs, in which Sweijen et al. (in preparation) find 98 percent
f the sample to be T b -identified AGNs. 
With the simple assumption that the peak brightness of unresolved

ources in the high-resolution map represents the AGN luminosity,
e place the unclassified sources on the L R –SFR relation and find

hat none have a radio excess. The ratio of AGNs to total radio
uminosity in all non-radio e xcess, unresolv ed sources ranges from
ess than 0.1 to almost unity, with a median value of 0.49 ± 0.16,
hich again suggests composite systems. For RQAGN, this fraction

s the closest to being correlated with f AGN from the SED fitting, but
he other populations show weaker correlations. We find only a very
eak dependence on L R , with large uncertainties. 
This first step in using the unique observations from Sweijen

t al. ( 2022 ) shows the potential for using the ILT as a tool for
dentifying AGNs based on their radio data alone, although there is

ore work to be done to understand these samples of AGNs. The new
EAVE multi-object surv e y spectrograph on the William Herschel

elescope will collect spectroscopic redshifts for the sample outlined
ere as part of the WEAVE-LOFAR surv e y (Smith et al. 2016 ),
llowing us to refine the brightness temperature measurements.
omplementary radio data on the same spatial scales but at GHz

requencies from an EVN/e-MERLIN project will help us understand
heir spectral properties (PI: McKean). In a future paper, we will use
 forward-modelling approach to better constrain the separation of
tar-formation and AGN activity. This will allow us to fully exploit
hese ne w sub-arcsecond, lo w-frequency data sets to understand how
GNs co-evolve with their galaxies. 
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PPENDI X  A :  C O M PA R I S O N  WI TH  V L BA  

BSERVATI ONS  

e can compare our results with a mosaicked wide-field VLBI 
tudy of a portion of the Lockman Hole field (Middelberg et al.
013 , project code BM332). Although this area only co v ers 0.59
e g 2 with three o v erlapping pointing centres 4 rather than the 6.6
eg 2 from Sweijen et al. ( 2022 ), they do overlap which allows for a
irect comparison. The Middelberg et al. ( 2013 ) study used the Very
ong Baseline Array (VLBA) at 1.3 GHz, targetting 496 sources 
ith integrated flux densities > 100 μJy, as measured with the Very
arge Array (VLA). After calibration, the VLA peak brightness was 
ompared to the local rms in the VLBI maps, and only 217 sources
ere deemed to be potentially detectable. Of these, there were 65
etections with 6 σ significance. Note that at this frequenc y, an y
etection with the VLBA is considered to satisfy the T b criteria for
GN identification. The T b -identified AGN sample therefore implies 
 sky density of 109.96 sources per deg 2 . Within the same region of
ky, there are 92 T b -identified AGNs from the high-resolution image,
ielding a sky density of 155.64 sources per deg 2 . These numbers
re approximately similar, although a direct comparison is difficult 
ecause the two studies are conducted at different frequencies. The 
pectral indices of the VLBA sample, calculated using VLA and 
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Figure A1. Top: Spectral index distributions of the VLBA sources which are 
matched (orange) and not matched (blue) to the T b -identified sources in this 
study. Bottom: Peak brightness from the high-resolution image for sources 
which are matched (orange) and not matched (blue) to the VLBA sources. 
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MRT observ ations, are di verse, which means scaling the sensitivity
rom 1.3 GHz to 144 MHz using a single spectral index is not reliable
or predicting the outcome. 

Cross-matching the T b -identified samples at MHz and GHz fre-
uencies, we find only 22 matches (15 T b , peak sources, and 7 T b , total 

ources). That means there are 43 unique VLBA detections, and 70
nique T b -identified AGNs at 144 MHz. Using the VLA to GMRT
pectral indices for the VLBA sources, the distribution of which is
hown in Fig. A1 , we can see that those which are not matched are
redominantly flat-spectrum sources. Ho we ver, it is worth keeping in
ind that the spectral indices were calculated from lower resolution

ata, and may not reflect the spectral index of the compact AGN
omponent. Looking at the peak brightness at 144 MHz we can
ee (Fig. A1 ) that the VLBA-matched sources are, on average, 
righter. 
One must consider that although both studies use T b as an

GN identification tool, the beam solid angles at these different
requencies are an order of magnitude different, and therefore will
e probing different physical scales. Future work exploiting the
VN and e-MERLIN will provide matched resolution to the high-

esolution image studied here, and will be more appropriate for
rawing meaningful conclusions. 
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